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                Bosch Car Service

                Bosch Car Service is one of the largest independent workshop chains in the world, with more than 15,000 authorised workshops in 150 countries. But the brand isn’t always top of mind in automotive servicing, and among consumers it’s better known for its trusted home and garden appliances.

Through a series of integrated B2C, B2B and B2B2C campaigns, we help Bosch and its network of workshops to build global brand awareness and grow sales of their products and services.
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                Our 'We tell it like it is' campaign positions Bosch Car Service as the go-to automotive network that drivers can trust when looking to service their car. Content spanned the full user journey, including awareness-driving social videos, social assets and SEO-optimised articles based on search trends at the consideration phase, to POS and emails for workshops to engage and prompt their audiences into action.
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                Sainsbury's

                Over the past 30 years, 7C3 has evolved an entire Content ecosystem for Sainsbury’s, one of the UK’s best-loved grocery retail brands. 

At the heart of it sits Sainsbury’s magazine, a trusted source of inspiration for the modern home cook. Through the print mag, website, e-newsletter and an always-on Creative social strategy, we’ve built a highly engaged and loyal audience. Giving the brand a continuous conversation with its consumers. It gives Sainsbury’s acontinuous conversation with its customer and provides the perfect platform for the brand to promote its products and services.

              

              
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  

                

              

              
                	The UK’s best-selling food title on the newsstand

	1.3 million annual readership
	140,000 newsletter subscribers

	300,000+ social followers
	1 million monthly webpage impressions
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                Fujitsu

                C-suite audiences are notoriously time poor. So to connect with them meaningfully, especially on complex topics, you need to give them premium Content that can’t be found elsewhere and engages them on a deeper level.

This was our purpose in creating the award-winning Fujitsu I-Global Intelligence platform. Through it, we showcased the insights of thought-leaders, management gurus and high-profile CXOs. Our data-led approach delivered expertly written Content on business and technology trends. Managing the entire Content programme, we delivered over four AV pieces per month, while a Creative social media strategy successfully targeted leaders in the information and communications technology sector.
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                	100,000+ annual visitors

	10,000 visitors engaged via socials
	Winner of ‘Best B2B content programme in technology and telecoms’ at the CMA International Content Marketing Awards
	‘Top 5 technology content marketing brand’ at the News Cred Awards Editor of the Year 
	Winner of ‘Best International Publication’ at CMA International Customer Awards
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                Allianz Trade

                In challenging economic times, businesses need to know they can trade with confidence. This is what trade credit insurer Allianz Trade provides, insuring businesses against payment defaults by their trading partners. 

We develop a rolling programme of integrated digital campaigns to help Allianz Trade ignite conversations with CFOs, CEOs and credit decision-makers. 

Through a mix of long- and short-form content, videos, infographics and thought-leadership articles, we succeeded in delivering invaluable engagement with existing clients and prospects, elevating Allianz Trade’s perception within an extremely competitive sector. 
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                	231,000 social impressions
	A 35% conversion rate on gated content
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                  EY

                  EY’s bold corporate mission is to build a better working world. But how do they keep their market information correct, relevant and accessible for the leaders of the world’s most complex businesses?

We create insightful, specialist content across editorial, social, web, video and podcasts that allow EY to target CFOs and tax experts in an organic way, covering complex subjects tailored to EY’s demanding and geographically diverse audiences.

Globally, we’ve run hundreds of pieces of integrated comms targeting C-Suite decision-makers, leading to measurable ROI through retention and acquisition. 

                

                
                  
                    

                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  

                

                
                  	427,000 annual page views

	292,000 annual session views
	228,000 annual unique users
	2 minutes, 11 second average time spent on page
	15,500 annual hours of engagement
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          We’re part of C3, Europe’s largest content marketing agency network, combining expertise in Creative, Code and Content to bring brands and people together.
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          We talk to people, not at them. It’s why the Content and campaigns we develop produce such powerful reactions. We know this from the views they earn, the comments people leave, and the conversations they spark.

        

      

    

  
  
    
      
        
          We’ve shared some of our successful campaigns here. If they spark any interest, connect with us at hello@seven.co.uk.
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London 
EC1V 1AZ 
England
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                Heiligengeistkirchplatz 1
10178 Berlin
Germanyber1-zugang@c3.co
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Germany
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